


You know all those ads following 
you around the Internet?

They're from online tracking.



You're also getting charged 
different prices



based on profiles corporations 
build about you



No one knows more about you 
than Google



You share your problems with your 
search engine

and Google saves all of them with your 
profile 

which advertisers use to target ads at you 
everywhere



Google's ads are on millions of Web 
sites



But that's not all

Your saved searches can be legally 
requested

and then come back to haunt you



Your browser's "private" mode 
won't help you.



WHY YOU SHOULD CARE

 SEARCH LEAKAGE 
 When you do a search and then click on a link, your search terms are sent to 

that site you clicked on (in the HTTP referrer header). This sharing of personal 
information is called "search leakage."

 For example, when you search for something private, you are sharing that 
private search not only with your search engine, but also with all the sites 
that you clicked on (for that search).

 In addition, when you visit any site, your computer automatically sends 
information about it to that site (including your User agent and IP address). 
This information can often be used to identify you directly.

 So when you do that private search, not only can those other sites know 
your search terms, but they can also know that you searched it. It is this 
combination of available information about you that raises privacy 
concerns.



SEARCH HISTORY

 Search engines save your search history. Usually your searches are saved 
along with the date and time of the search, some information about your 
computer (e.g. your IP address, User agent and often a unique identifier 
stored in a browser cookie), and if you are logged in, your account 
information (e.g. name and email address).

 With only the timestamp and computer information, your searches can 
often be traced directly to you. With the additional account information, 
they are associated directly with you.

 Also, note that with this information your searches can be tied together. This 
means someone can see everything you've been searching, not just one 
isolated search. You can usually find out a lot about a person from their 
search history.

 It's sort of creepy that people at search engines can see all this info about 
you, but that is not the main concern. The main concern is when they either 
a) release it to the public or b) give it to law enforcement.



SEARCH HISTORY – CONT’D

 Why would they release it to the public? AOL famously released supposedly 
anonymous search terms for research purposes, except they didn't do a good job of 
making them completely anonymous, and they were ultimately sued over it. In fact, 
almost every attempt to anonymize data has similarly been later found out to be 
much less anonymous than initially thought.

 The other way to release it to the public is by accident. Search engines could lose 
data, or get hacked, or accidentally expose data due to security holes or 
incompetence, all of which has happened with personal information on the Internet. 

 Why would search engines give your search history to law enforcement? Simply 
because law enforcement asked for it, usually as part of a legal investigation. If you 
read privacy policies and terms of service carefully you will notice that they say they 
can give your information on court order. 

 This makes sense because they may be legally obligated to do so. However, search 
engines are not legally obligated to collect personal information in the first place. 
They do it on their own volition.

 The bottom line is if search engines have your information, it could get out, even if 
they have the best intentions. And this information (your search history) can be pretty 
personal.



You may have tried your browser's 
“private” mode

but have you read the fine print?



Things like cookies and history
are deleted when you close out

but there are plenty of other ways you're being tracked, like through your IP Address and logins



Search engines can still
record your searches



So, even though YOU can't see 
your past activity

the rest of the internet can



Which means, advertisers can still
build profiles based on your activity



which they use to show targeted 
ads that follow you



unless you use services that don't 
track you by default


